Bury Tomorrow
At a time when modern metal is so slavishly led by the following of whatever fashion
carousel is popular this week, rare are the bands who find success on their own, gimmickfree terms. A decade into their career, Southampton/ Portsmouth quintet Bury
Tomorrow are, by whatever yardstick you want to measure it, one such band.
With an ethos which has never wavered from a threefold focus on unswerving passion,
unrelenting hard work and remorselessly driving, slash ’n’ burn riffola, Bury Tomorrow
have hauled themselves into a position as one of the UK’s premiere purveyors of mosh by
the sheer force of their own will. 2014’s ‘Runes’ saw a veritable dam-break for the band, a
UK rock chart number one and top 40 success in the mainstream, it was a record that
enabled them to take their devastating live show to festival main stages across Europe
and the UK, before finally culminating in a headline tour which saw the band playing to
1400 braying fans at a sold out London KOKO.
Now though, with Earthbound, they have stepped things up yet another gear.
“To me, Earthbound feels like the distillation of everything we’ve ever wanted this band to
be about,” says frontman Dani Winter-Bates. “Our first three records are kind of part of
their own trilogy but this is Bury Tomorrow’s record, we all see this as our chance to show
people what we are capable of.”
Certainly Earthbound finds BT on more concise form that ever before: ten tracks that get
in, batter you across the face, and get out again with precious little time for respite or
caught breath. Hardcore mentality for a metalcore generation.
“A big thing for us this time around was to get down to the real nitty gritty of what our fans
wanted from us and how to give them without wasting a single second,” continues
Dani. “To me, there are ten singles on this album, whereas before we’ve maybe ebbed
and flowed over the course of a record, with Earthbound we wanted pace, we wanted
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heaviness, and for me, personally, I wanted to write a record which was the sonic
embodiment of a circle pit. I think we’ve done that.”
With notable influences ranging from axe-slinging New Wave Of American Heavy
Metallers Unearth and Darkest Hour to the apoplectic fury of Terror and Madball, this is
one that will get the pit spinning with consummate ease.
But while fans of the heavy stuff will find plenty to grasp onto here, it’s the now trademark
interplay between Dani and guitarist/singer Jason Cameron which
sets Earthbound apart. “It’s much more mature in the interplay between me and
Jason,” Dani notes. “We’ve been playing together for ten years now and it feels like we
have an almost telepathic understanding of one another. We’ve always wanted to be like
one vocalist in two parts and I think we’ve achieved that here.”
One listen to the sky-scraping euphoria of ‘Last Light’ or the call-to-arms swagger of the
title track will tell you that Dani isn’t lying: monstrous anthems from a band who are coming
of age as a truly astonishing force of musical nature. Elsewhere, ‘301’s chastising punch
sees Hatebreed’s Jamey Jasta lending his iron lungs to proceedings to devastating
effect.
“More than anything that song is about how our music belongs to our fans first, those first
301 people who run to Youtube who want to check it out and are excited about it. Not the
shit-talkers or people in the music industry who think they’re more important that everyone
else. And honestly, Hatebreed are one of my favourite bands so I just hit up Jamey on
Twitter and was like ‘We’d love you to be on this song!’. He was so into it and the attitude
behind it he agreed straight away. And yeah, it’s kind of a ‘Fuck you’ to all those people
who go ‘Bury Tomorrow aren’t proper metal’ or whatever. It’s Jamey fucking Jasta and I
know our fans are going to love it.”
It’s that focus on their fan base which has made BT not only one of the best, but one of the
most well-loved bands working in the UK today, and, in Dani, one of the most charismatic
frontmen imaginable.
“I remember doing tours not 4 or 5 years ago when we’d be playing to 20 or 30 kids and
we’d be stoked on that,” he recalls. “Now we’re doing 1000+ cap rooms but to me nothing
has changed. I still want to meet every kid who is there, get a picture if they want one and
sign something if they want it signed. That’s just the kind of people we are – that’s just the
kind of band we are. We have worked hard to be where we are – so hard – and I think the
kids who come to our shows see that, they see how genuine it is. We aren’t a cool band,
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we aren’t a particularly glamorous band but we are a band who give everything for those
people who have paid their hard-earned money for a ticket to see our show. That’s what
we’ve always been about and always <will> be about.”
But with Earthbound looming on the horizon, Bury Tomorrow’s fortunes look set to go
through the roof and all the hard work pay off in spades. With a colossal tour alongside
Parkway Drive and Thy Art Is Murder around the corner and the promise of their finest
album to date under their belts, the bands salad days are surely still yet to come.
“Where we are now is where we’ve always wanted to be,” smiles Dani. “And now we’re in
the position to truly deliver on what we’ve promised so far. We aren’t going to let anyone
down.”
Download: Bandfoto
Weitere Infos zur Band: Website | Facebook
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